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HOW’S IT GOING?

 Establishing and enforcing expectations for students.

 Providing students with meaningful work to help develop skills.

 Developing individualized learning objectives.

 Creating opportunities for the students to work on their objectives.

 Providing training, guidance, and feedback to the students.

 Meeting monthly with the student to discuss his/her progress and revising learning objectives as 
needed.  This includes reviewing the student’s progress in meeting the learning objectives. 

 Identifying at least one project to complete each semester that will help him/her build new skills that 
also benefit the department or program.

 Conducting a performance evaluation of the student employee after the student has worked for 
three months. Completing an annual performance evaluation of the student (which will be kept in 
the student’s employee file

 Providing frequent and constructive feedback on the student’s performance. This includes verbal 
counseling and coaching and addressing performance and behavioral problems as appropriate.



WHY IS FEEDBACK IMPORTANT?

Consistent, objective 

feedback is critical to 

success, but why?



CHALLENGES TO GIVING FEEDBACK



CAN YOU GIVE TOO MUCH 

FEEDBACK?

Providing too much feedback can backfire and cause a reduction
in performance.

 Constant negative feedback may be viewed as “nit picking”

 The more complex the feedback, the more someone has to think 
about it

 Unsure of what the true priority is

 Have to focus on too many things

 The more personal the feedback, the harder it is to objectively 
process

 Become defensive or hurt



FINDING THE FEEDBACK SWEET SPOT

 Agree upon performance

 Make sure you have a clear agreement with employees on what good performance looks like. 
This makes it easier to provide feedback that’s about results and doesn’t feel personal.

 One at a time

 Try to keep feedback focused on just one thing at a time. If it’s a behavior, hone in what the 
employee can do that will have the biggest impact. If it’s a metric, select the most important 
one.

 Give them space

 Nobody likes to be micromanaged. Give your employees some space to apply feedback and 
make their own adjustments.

 Follow-up

 The extreme opposite of micromanagement is no feedback at all. Avoid this problem by 
providing periodic, focused feedback to help employees continue to improve performance.



ARE YOU READY FOR THE 3-MONTH 

REVIEW?

Ready

 You have established and agreed upon clear expectations with your employee.

 You have been giving consistent feedback, formally and informally.

Not Ready

 There are issues that you have with performance that you haven’t discussed with your 
employee.

 You have not been meeting regularly to discuss performance.

It is better to delay a formal evaluation until you and your employee are ready.



FORMAT FOR THE 3-MONTH REVIEW

The format is up to you:

 Informal conversation, followed up with written summary.

 Prepared assessment in narrative or other form.

 Utilizing the Hire-a-Bull Performance Evaluation form.

Ask the employee to complete the Self-Assessment, no matter what 
review format you use.

 This will help the employee organize their thoughts and provide 
you with helpful information.



HIRE-A-BULL STUDENT EVALUATION FORM

This form is different from our Staff or Administration evaluation form.

 This form has only two ratings – Achieved and Not Achieved. 

 Rate as “Achieved” if the student has consistently demonstrated that 

skill set.

 A student employee may not achieve a skill level for a number of 

reasons:

 No opportunity to learn or practice/demonstrate the skill.

 Needs more time to consistently demonstrate the skill.

 Objectives/goals for that skill haven’t been clearly established.



ACTIVITIES ATTENDED

On the fourth page of the evaluation form, list the activities that the 

employee has participated in.

 The employee may have participated in more activities than 

what you have assigned – be sure to ask!

 This is a good opportunity to strategize on how the employee can 
meet this obligation, if they haven’t attended any activities.

 Try to combat the tendency to procrastinate



You’ll also indicate whether or not the student achieved his/her 

Learning Objectives. If you’ve not set objectives, you can’t 

evaluate whether or not they’ve been achieved. 

After you provide a succinct summary, you’ll set objectives for the 

next evaluation period. 

 Talk to the student before setting these objectives. 

 When the student provides you with his/her self-assessment, it’s a 

perfect time to discuss the objectives that will be set for the next 

evaluation period. 

 Goals and objectives that are mutually determined are far more 

likely to be met and/or exceeded. Involve your student in his/her 

success and this process. 



FINAL STEPS

When the process is complete, 

both you and the student will 

sign the evaluation. Please 

send the original to Regina 

Brown at MHC 1133. We will 

keep the original in our CBCS 

HR files. You should provide 

the student with a copy and 

keep one in your department. 


